Abstract -This paper presents modelling attemps related to atmospheric-pressure thermal plasma with the aim of calculating high-power arcs. It begins with a short presentation of the basic equations, used for the prediction of laminar thermal plasma flows, which account for the electromagnetic source terms. Then, a twotemperature model, assuming chemical (ionization) equilibrium, is applied to the two-dimensional prediction of argon arc columns using full nonequilibrium equations for the cathode sheath region in order to get proper boundary conditions. After a short review of the approaches developed for the turbulence modelling in thermal plasma, the paper presents an exploration, performed for transferred argon arcs, of the capabilities of two-equation turbulence models to account for the laminarization process due to large variations of the viscosity.
I NTROD U CTlO N
The analysis of thermal plasma flows by means of numerical methods has been a growing field of research in the last ten years, as well in the field of plasma jets mixing with cold flows as in the field of plasma flows interacting with electric and magnetic fields. But we must notice that many practical characteristics of such flows increase the difficulty in doing numerical predictions, as for instance :
-large variations of the thermodynamic properties (density, specific heat, viscosity ...) ; -thermodynamic and chimical non-equilibrium situations ; -presence of both laminar and turbulent regimes in the same flow field ; -complex geometries with strong wall-plasma interactions ; -reacting two-phase flows. The purpose of this paper is to present new developments achieved in our laboratory in the field of the numerical modelling of non-equilibrium situations and turbulent plasma flows, with a special aim of calculating atmospheric-pressure arc column.
BASIC EQUATIONS
At atmospheric pressure, the plasma is generally collision dominated : the mean free path for all species are much smaller than the macroscopic characteristic lengths. Therefore, the plasma can be viewed as a continuum fluid and described by relatively few mixture balance equations obtained by summing over the equations of all individual species. where p the mass density, and ui (i = 1, 3 ) are the local instantaneous velocity components.
Momentum balance :
where p is the local pressure, g is the gravity acceleration and the last term on the right-hand side of the equation accounts for the electromagnetic forces of Lorentz, T~~ is the momentum diffusion tensor which is generally written using a single dynamic viscosity p. In our approach (Delalondre and Simonin, 1990) , the calculation of a non-equilibrium boundary layer is performed on a local one-dimensional subgrid defined at each cathode wall point, in oder to get proper boundary conditions for the full computation of the arc column by coupling with the two-dimensional computation of the heat transfer in the solid. Thus, the boundary-layer equation for a laminar two-temperature plasma in presence of an electric field perpendicular to the solid wall, are obtained by simplifying the general set of thermodynamic and electromagnetic non-equilibrium equations. As the global neutrality of 624 0. SIMONIN, C. DELALONDRE AND P.-L. VIOLLET the plasma is assumed for the derivation of the boundary-layer equations, the model does not not include the simulation of the space charge zone which takes place very close to the electrode, in the order of the electron mean free path length from the cathode surface (Hsu and Pfender, 1983a) . However, suitable wall boundary conditions for the subgrid model may be derived from the detailed analysis of the dominating mechanisms occuring in the space charge subzone (Delalondre, 1990) .
Electron number density balance :
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I, = k,,n,[ n,K, -n n. 1 1 a t e a y '3 = I, where I, is the production rate of electrons which accounts for ionization by electron impact and three body recombination mechanisms, k,, is the recombination rate coefficient and K,, the equilibrium constant given by Saha's law in terms of the electronic partition functions. According to the global neutrality assumption, we don't have to solve the balance equation for the ion number density ( n i = n,), and the atoms number density n, is obtained by assuming a constant pressure in the boundary layer.
In the cathode sheath, the Ohm's law approximation is inaccurate for prediction of the electronic or ionic current density, diffusive contributions must be taken into account, thus for instance the electronic current density is written where o, is the electronic conductivity calculated in terms of Qci and Q, , the electron-ion and electron-atom momentum transfer cross sections. The conservation of the vertical component of the total current density in the boundary layer leads to write the local electric field E , , from the current densities expressions, in terms of the number densities and the temperatures of the individual species. Finally, we have to solve a single transport equation for the electron number density n, , whereas ni , n, , j,, , ji,, and E, may be obtained analytically.
Electron energy balance :
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aY aY E toll is the energy exchange rate between the electrons and the heavy species collisions, and can be written
Total radiative dissipation S R a d and energy transfer during ionization/recombination processes (proportional to the ionization rate I,) are assumed to be mainly lossed from electrons. The term in factor of a, represents the thermalisation (at T,) of electrons emitted from the atoms at the temperature TL (a, = 0 if I, < 0 and a, = 1 if I, > 0).
Finally, the previous non-equilibrium equations set is solved on a one-dimensional subgrid defined at each cathode wall point and coupled to the two-dimensional arc column prediction through the input conditions imposed at the top of the boundary layer.
Computations were first performed for free burning and transferred argon arcs under atmospheric pressure, using the L.T.E. assumption in the arc column calculation (Delalondre and Simonin, 1990) . Numerical predictions of the temperature in the arc column compare favorably with available experimental data (Hsu and Pfender, 1983b ; Coudert and Grimaud, 1989 ). The subgrid model results correspond to realistic description of the cathode sheath, thus the deviation from kinetic equilibrium is clearly represented on figure 2. The electrons temperature stays nearly constant in the sheath, while the heavy species temperature goes down near the wall with respect to the heat flux transferred to the cathode. --where h is the mass enthalpy of the mixture, l 7 is the enthalpy source term due to radiative transfer and Joule heating, Q is the thermal diffusion flux which accounts for the macroscopic transport of enthalpy resulting from inhomogeneities in the temperature field, but also from local inequalities of T.E. prediction of a free burning argon arc (Hsu and Pfender, 1983b) the separate diffusion velocities obtained for individual species, and may be approximated in the arc column, if the local thermodynamic equilibrium (L.T.E.) assumption is valid, by
T 2 e where h is the thermal conductivity, j is the total current density, e is the elementary charge and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
In order to calculate the electromagnetic field, Maxwell's equations need to be solved. However, simplified equations may be derived according to the global neutrality assumption and by using the Ohm's law approximation.
Electric charge balance :
where o is the electrical conductivity and V the electric potential.
Magnetic field equation :
-.
Finally, the equations set must be completed by a state equation, which allows to compute the local mass density, temperature and transport coefficients (such as the dynamic viscosity and the electrical conductivity) in terms of the pressure and the enthalpy of the mixture. However, these direct relations may be established only in the frame of the L.T.E. assumption, when there is a strong collisional coupling for energy exchange between electrons and heavy particles, including chemical reactions such as ionization and recombination. These conditions are generally satisfied, for the case of atmospheric-pressure plasma jets in industrial configurations, according to the large electron number densities and the relatively low velocities encountered in such flows. On the other hand, because of the sharpness of the temperature gradient, substantial deviations from kinetic and ionization equilibrium have to be expected in the fringes of the arc column and near the electrode walls, and must be included in a realistic description of high-power electric arcs.
NON-EQUILIBRIUM MODELLING
The first attempts to model high-power arcs were based on the L.T.E. assumption, and the comparisons of the predicted temperature with experimental results showed a fairly good agreement which indicates that local thermodynamic equilibrium is a valid assumption in the arc column especially in the core of the arc. However, the results are depending on the boundary conditions and the most significant input parameter is the current density distribution at the cathode wall which can not be obtained from measurements. As a matter of fact, near the cathode surface, there is a thin layer which is characterized by steep gradients of temperature, species densities and electric potential. Its thickness is in the order of 0.1 mm and over this thickness a number of important physical processes occur which cannot be taken into account by using the L.T.E assumption.
However, discrepancies between numerical predictions and experimental results may be observed in the fringes of the arc column where the L.T.E. assumption is not valid. And the other hand, results of the subgrid model show that the assumption of L.T.E. at the top of the boundary layer may be inaccurate. Thus, a non-equilibrium model is actually under development for the two-dimensional prediction of the arc column. In a first step, the plasma is assumed in chimical equilibrium and the composition field is determined directly from the multi-temperature Saha equation (Hsu and Pfender, 1983b) . Large discrepancies between the electrons and heavy particles temperatures are found in the arc fringes of transferred arc predictions (figure 3) but the differences observed between the heavy species temperature predictions based on the two-temperature model and those derived from a L.T.E. model are not really significant. On the other hand, the separate coupling of the two-temperature computed in the arc column with the ones computed in the subgrid model leads to more realistic treatment of the deviation from kinetic equilibrium close to the cathode. T.E. prediction of a free burning argon arc (Hsu and Pfender, 1983b) 
TURBULENCE MODELLING
In the case of plasma turbulent flows characterized by fluctuations in velocity, temperature and composition, the only properties accessible to the numerical predictions are the averaged ones. In variable density flows, governing equation are generally derived directly from the local instantaneous balance equations of mass, momentum and energy by applying a densityweighted averaging operator (Favre averaging). This averaging process leads to the introduction of further terms in the balance equations, generally diffusive in character, which account for the transport of mass, momentum and energy by the turbulent motion. The possible use for turbulence modelling of methods extended from incompressible flow situations needs to be accuratly validated. And the validation process should account separatly for the main characteristics of such flows. Thus, for instance, in order to analyse the influence of large density variations, experiments are carried out in our laboratory on the mixing of inert gases with large density differences (He-C02), and experimental results are compared with predictions of a Reynolds stress transport equation model (Viollet et al., 1990) .
And the other hand, the k -& model is nowadays extensively used for three-dimensional industrial applications (Lana and Viollet, 1985 ; Gabillard et al., 1989) and comparisons with experimental results show that the k -& model allows realistic simulations of the threedimensional mixing of fully turbulent thermal plasma jets in cold flows (Lana and Kassabji, 1987) .
But turbulence modelling must also account for the transport coefficients dependence on the local temperature as observed in thermal plasma flows. Thus for instance, due to the large variations of the molecular viscosity, both the laminar and turbulent regime may be present in the same flow, when the standard k -& turbulence model must be used in fully developed turbulent flow regimes. In the following, the capabilities of the standard and low Reynolds k-& turbulence models to account for the laminarization process are studied for transferred argon arcs. We must notice that no turbulent fluctuations in the electrical conductivity are considered at this stage of the investigation, which results in a considerable simplification to the problem.
Both the standard and low Reynolds k -& turbulence model are based on the eddy-viscosity assumetion. which writes in a variable density flows :
_ -where Ui= pui/p is the Favre-averaging of the i-velocity component and u'li the corresponding fluctuation. The equations for the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate & writes under the following general forms valid for both models.
Turbulent kinetic turbulent energy balance :
where P is the turbulence production rate by the mean velocity gradients.
Turbulence dissipation rate balance : 
1.3
According to Launder and Sharma (1974) . the form of the standard k -E model can be enlarged by making the empirical constants functions of the Reynolds number of turbulence R : First computations were performed for transferred argon arcs under atmospheric pressure using both k-& turbulence models in order to analyse the laminarization process. Boundary conditions set is nearly identical to the one used for previous laminar computations, except for the treatment of the mean velocity, the turbulent kinetic energy and the dissipation rate at the solid boundaries where a classical wall function method was used. Figure 4 shows the increase, along the vertical axis, of the eddy cinematic viscosity predicted by the standard k -& model, with a maximum in front of the anode. On the contrary, low Reynolds number model predictions are fully laminar. Maior discrcpencies between the two computations correspond to an over-estimation by the high-Reynolds k-& turbulence model of the predicted temperature, just downstream the cathode (figure 4), and the computed heat flux transferred to the anode. T.E. prediction of a transferred argon arc (Coudert and Grimaud, 1989 )
CONCLUSION
This paper presents modelling attemps related to atmospheric-pressure thermal plasma with the aim of calculating high-power arcs. According to comparisons with experimental results, the non-equilibrium description of the electrode sheath regions allows to get proper boundary conditions for two-dimensional modelling of electric arc column coupled with the heat transfer computation in the solid. And the other hand, further developments and validations are needed in order to improve the turbulence modelling in thermal plasmas since large variations of density and viscosity are observed in such flows. Thus, a laminarization process is observed in transferred argon arcs which cannot be taking into account by the conventional high-Reynolds number form of the k-E turbulence model.
